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Now in its ninth edition, Bird’s Higher Engineering Mathematics has helped thousands of
students to succeed in their exams. Mathematical theories are explained in a straightforward
manner, supported by practical engineering examples and applications to ensure that readers
can relate theory to practice. Some 1,200 engineering situations/problems have been ‘flaggedup’ to help demonstrate that engineering cannot be fully understood without a good knowledge
of mathematics. The extensive and thorough topic coverage makes this an ideal text for
undergraduate degree courses, foundation degrees, and for higher-level vocational courses
such as Higher National Certificate and Diploma courses in engineering disciplines. Its
companion website at www.routledge.com/cw/bird provides resources for both students and
lecturers, including full solutions for all 2,100 further questions, lists of essential formulae,
multiple-choice tests, and illustrations, as well as full solutions to revision tests for course
instructors.
This Book Presents A Thorough And Comprehensive Treatment Of Both The Basic As Well As
The More Advanced Concepts In Fluid Mechanics. The Entire Range Of Topics Comprising
Fluid Mechanics Has Been Systematically Organised And The Various Concepts Are Clearly
Explained With The Help Of Several Solved Examples.Apart From The Fundamental
Concepts, The Book Also Explains Fluid Dynamics, Flow Measurement, Turbulent And Open
Channel Flows And Dimensional And Model Analysis. Boundary Layer Flows And
Compressible Fluid Flows Have Been Suitably Highlighted.Turbines, Pumps And Other
Hydraulic Systems Including Circuits, Valves, Motors And Ram Have Also Been Explained.
The Book Provides 225 Fully Worked Out Examples And More Than 1600 Questions Including
Numerical Problems And Objective Questions. The Book Would Serve As An Exhaustive Text
For Both Undergraduate And Post- Graduate Students Of Mechanical, Civil And Chemical
Engineering. Amie And Competitive Examination Candidates As Well As Practising Engineers
Would Also Find This Book Very Useful.
Choosing the right career is critical to success in oneýs life. Overload of information on Internet
only serves to confuse an already confused mind. This book provides information about jobs
and educational openings for 10+2, graduates and post graduates in technical, professional,
science, commerce and arts faculty. Questionnaire helps the students to gauge his interests,
abilities, aptitudes and opportunities to facilitate proper selection of job or study.

An introduction to the principles of aircraft digital and electronic systems, this book is
written for anyone pursuing a career in aircraft maintenance engineering or a related
aerospace engineering discipline. Suitable for those studying towards licensed aircraft
maintenance engineer status as part of an EASA Part-66 or FAR-147 approved course,
or those taking Aerospace Engineering City & Guilds modules, EDEXCEL National
Units, EDEXCEL Higher National Units or a Degree in aircraft engineering.
A one-stop Desk Reference, for engineers involved in all aspects of aerospace; this is a
book that will not gather dust on the shelf. It brings together the essential professional
reference content from leading international contributors in the field. Material covers a
broad topic range from Structural Components of Aircraft, Design and Airworthiness to
Aerodynamics and Modelling * A fully searchable Mega Reference Ebook, providing all
the essential material needed by Aerospace Engineers on a day-to-day basis. *
Fundamentals, key techniques, engineering best practice and rules-of-thumb together
in one quick-reference. * Over 2,500 pages of reference material, including over 1,500
pages not included in the print edition
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The Big Bang Theory TV Show Trivia Quiz: 500 Multiple Choice Questions & Bonus
Fun Facts is authored by a sitcom expert who penned the greatest trivia quiz books on
the most popular television sitcoms (e.g., Seinfeld Trivia: Everything About Nothing,
Friends Trivia: Channel Your Inner Unagi, Modern Family Trivia: Early Years, and
Cheers Trivia: It’s a Little Known Fact...). His latest effort, The Big Bang Theory
Multiple Choice Trivia, is the best source for accurate and well-written trivia questions
about the top-rated sitcom in the 2010s. The Big Bang Theory Multiple Choice Trivia is
the perfect book for every type of fan, whether occasional viewer or rabid enthusiast.
There are 500 questions with varying degrees of difficulty within each chapter. The
reader will encounter easy and moderate queries in addition to some challenging and
genuine head-scratching brainteasers. Each question provides five multiple choice
answer options, some are humorous alternatives to amuse the reader, while others
offer legitimate choices to challenge the quiz-taker. Unlike most trivia books that have
measly one-word answers, The Big Bang Theory Multiple Choice Trivia provides
expanded descriptions containing anecdotes, humorous dialogue, or bonus fun facts to
further enhance the reading experience, making it more enjoyable and entertaining. In
addition, scattered throughout the book are random text boxes featuring insider secrets
about the show, its creators, the actors, and other contributors to the series. These
entertaining morsels supplement the question-answer format with fascinating fun facts
to give the reader the full TBBT experience. The Big Bang Theory Multiple Choice
Trivia contains more information than any other trivia quiz book written on the subject,
and the author's ingenious presentation has revolutionized the trivia quiz format, an
unprecedented feat in publishing history. The first segment covers the most memorable
moments in the show which generally pertain to multiple friends or the entire gang. It
addresses broader episode plots and character storylines. The following section
addresses guest stars and recurring characters. The Big Bang Theory was known for
signing big-name movie and television stars as well as developing some of the most
unique and fascinating recurring characters in sitcom history. Thus, two chapters are
specifically devoted to these illustrious scene-stealers. The show's vast guest star list
featured well-known thespians, such as Charlie Sheen, James Earl Jones, Mark Hamill,
Leonard Nimoy, Stephen Hawking, Kathy Bates, Carrie Fisher, Adam West, Brent
Spiner, Jerry O'Connell, George Takei, Katee Sackhoff, Summer Glau, and many more.
The content also highlights the most popular recurring characters, namely Stuart
Bloom, Wil Wheaton, Professor Proton, Barry Kripke, Leslie Winkle, Bert Kibbler,
Debbie Wolowitz, Priya, Mary Cooper, to mention a few. The remaining seven chapters
cover specific information directly associated with each main character—Amy,
Bernadette, Howard, Leonard, Penny, Raj, and Sheldon—highlighting the most
uproarious scenes and unforgettable episodes while testing the viewer’s attention to
detail. There is something for everyone. Casual watchers and avid fanatics will be
equally captivated by this meticulously crafted tome. The Big Bang Theory Multiple
Choice Trivia is guaranteed to provide hours of entertainment and laughter as the quiztaker regales in reliving the finest moments of the show. Photos included, 500
questions with answers, 136 pages paperback, available digitally.
Mechanical Engineering Principles offers a student-friendly introduction to core engineering
topics This book introduces mechanical principles and technology through examples and
applications rather than theory. John Bird and Carl Ross do not assume any previous
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background in engineering studies, and as such this book can act as a core textbook for
several engineering courses. This approach enables students to develop a sound
understanding of engineering principles and their use in practice. These theoretical concepts
are supported by 320 fully worked problems, nearly 600 further problems with answers, and
276 multiple-choice questions giving the reader a firm grounding on each topic. The new
edition is up to date with the latest BTEC National specifications and can also be used on
undergraduate courses in mechanical, civil, structural, aeronautical and marine engineering,
together with naval architecture. A chapter has been added at the beginning on revisionary
mathematics since progress in engineering studies is not possible without some basic
mathematics knowledge. Minor modifications and some further worked problems have also
been added throughout the text. Colour layout helps navigation and highlights key points
Student-friendly approach with numerous worked problems, multiple-choice and short-answer
questions, exercises, revision tests and nearly 400 diagrams Supported with free online
material for students and lecturers Readers will also be able to access the free companion
website at: www.routledge/cw/bird where they will find videos of practical demonstrations by
Carl Ross. Full worked solutions of all 600 of the further problems will be available for
lecturers/instructors use, as will the full solutions and marking scheme for the 8 revision tests.
Aeronautical Engineering is a simple e-Book for Aeronautical Diploma & Engineering Course,
Revised Syllabus in 2018, It contains objective questions with underlined & bold correct
answers MCQ covering all topics including all about the latest & Important about Applied
Science, Basic Electrical and Electronics Engineering, Computer Aided Engineering Drawing,
Elements of Aeronautics, Engineering Drawing, Engineering Mathematics, Fluid Mechanics
and Pneumatics, Aircraft Instrumentation System, Aircraft Jet Engine, Aircraft Manufacturing
Technology, Aircraft Materials, Aircraft Piston Engineering, Aircraft Electrical System, Avionics
and Aircraft Radio System, Basic Aerodynamics, Basic Aircraft Structure and SOM, Helicopter
Basics, Maintenance Management, Professional Ethics and Indian Constitution,
Thermodynamics for Aeronautical Engineering, Aircraft Inspection, Maintenance and Repair,
Civil Aircraft Regulations, Civil Aviation Regulation(CAR), Flight Safety, Organisational
Management, Rocket and Satellites, General Subjects, Applied Mathematics, Applied Science,
Basic Electrical and Electronics Engineering and lots more.
This book contains coverage of the HSC Modules of the HSC Engineering Studies course, as
well as material relevant to Year 12 students of similar courses in other States, such as the
Engineering Technology course in Queensland. (From back cover).

Aeronautical EngineeringDiploma & Engineering MCQManoj Dole
Aeronautical Engineering is a simple e-Book for Aeronautical Diploma &
Engineering Course, Revised Syllabus in 2018, It contains objective questions
with underlined & bold correct answers MCQ covering all topics including all
about the latest & Important about Applied Science, Basic Electrical and
Electronics Engineering, Computer Aided Engineering Drawing, Elements of
Aeronautics, Engineering Drawing, Engineering Mathematics, Fluid Mechanics
and Pneumatics, Aircraft Instrumentation System, Aircraft Jet Engine, Aircraft
Manufacturing Technology, Aircraft Materials, Aircraft Piston Engineering, Aircraft
Electrical System, Avionics and Aircraft Radio System, Basic Aerodynamics,
Basic Aircraft Structure and SOM, Helicopter Basics, Maintenance Management,
Professional Ethics.
Primarily intended for the first-year undergraduate students of various
engineering disciplines, this comprehensive and up-to-date text also serves the
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needs of second-year undergraduate students (Mechanical, Civil, Aeronautical,
Chemical, Production and Marine Engineering) studying Engineering
Thermodynamics and Fluid Mechanics. The whole text is divided into two parts
and gives a detailed description of the theory along with the systematic
applications of laws of Thermodynamics and Fluid Mechanics to engineering
problems. Part I (Chapters 1-6) deals with the energy interaction between system
and surroundings, while Part II (Chapters 7-15) covers the fluid flow phenomena.
This accessible and comprehensive text is designed to take the student from an
elementary level to a level of sophistication required for the analysis of practical
problems.
Online learning has increasingly been viewed as a possible way to remove barriers
associated with traditional face-to-face teaching, such as overcrowded classrooms and
shortage of certified teachers. While online learning has been recognized as a possible
approach to deliver more desirable learning outcomes, close to half of online students
drop out as a result of student-related, course-related, and out-of-school-related factors
(e.g., poor self-regulation; ineffective teacher-student, student-student, and platformstudent interactions; low household income). Many educators have expressed concern
over students who unexpectedly begin to struggle and appear to fall off track without
apparent reason. A well-implemented early warning system, therefore, can help
educators identify students at risk of dropping out and assign and monitor interventions
to keep them on track for graduation. Despite the popularity of early warning systems,
research on their design and implementation is sparse. Early Warning Systems and
Targeted Interventions for Student Success in Online Courses is a cutting-edge
research publication that examines current theoretical frameworks, research projects,
and empirical studies related to the design, implementation, and evaluation of early
warning systems and targeted interventions and discusses their implications for policy
and practice. Moreover, this book will review common challenges of early warning
systems and dashboard design and will explore design principles and data visualization
tools to make data more understandable and, therefore, more actionable. Highlighting a
range of topics such as curriculum design, game-based learning, and learning support,
it is ideal for academicians, policymakers, administrators, researchers, education
professionals, instructional designers, data analysts, and students.
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